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Abstract. Motion compensation (MC) in PET brain imaging of awake small animals
is attracting increased attention in preclinical studies since it avoids the confounding
effects of anaesthesia and enables behavioural tests during the scan. A popular MC
technique is to use multiple external cameras to track the motion of the animal’s
head, which is assumed to be represented by the motion of a marker attached to its
forehead. In this study we have explored several methods to improve the experimental
setup and the reconstruction procedures of this method: optimising the camera-
marker separation; improving the temporal synchronisation between the motion tracker
measurements and the list-mode stream; post-acquisition smoothing and interpolation
of the motion data; and list-mode reconstruction with appropriately selected subsets.
These techniques have been tested and verified on measurements of a moving resolution
phantom and brain scans of an awake rat. The proposed techniques improved the
reconstructed spatial resolution of the phantom by 27% and of the rat brain by 14%.
We suggest a set of optimal parameter values to use for awake animal PET studies
and discuss the relative significance of each parameter choice.
1. Introduction
Small animal positron emission tomography (PET) systems have become increasingly
important in preclinical imaging since they enable in vivo and longitudinal investigations
of animal models. Usually anaesthesia or sedatives are used to eliminate animal
movement and stress during the scan. Many reports, however, suggest that anaesthesia
can have confounding effects on the kinetics of the tracer or drug under study (Alstrup
et al. 2013). To avoid this, researchers have tried to either physically restrain the
animal during the scan (e.g. (Hosoi et al. 2005)) or, more commonly, to perform a static
scan of an anaesthetised animal after allowing tracer uptake while it was awake (e.g.
(Toyama et al. 2004)). However, stress induced by restraint can affect the kinetics of the
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drug or tracer under study, diminishing the advantage gained by avoiding anaesthesia.
Moreover, performing static scans does not allow for the kinetics of the uptake to be
estimated and is only possible in a few tracers.
Techniques to allow the animal to be awake and unrestrained during the scan have
been investigated by various groups. A novel approach to avoid relative motion between
a rat’s brain and the PET scanner is the RatCAP (Vaska et al. 2004; Schulz et al. 2011),
a miniaturised PET scanner which is surgically attached to the rat’s head and which
moves rigidly with the brain. While this system is promising it has a lower sensitivity
than commercial scanners and may inhibit the natural movement of the rat, possibly
inducing stress in the animal.
Motion tracking can be used in conjunction with conventional PET scanners to
record the three dimensional motion of the awake animal during the scan, and correct
for it oﬄine. This motion compensation (MC) approach avoids the need for anaesthesia
and minimises stress since the animal is unrestrained (although the animal is often
confined to a small space during the scan). Motion tracking approaches can be either
marker-based (Weisenberger et al. 2005; Kyme et al. 2011b), where a small marker is
attached to the head of the animal and tracked by external cameras, or markerless,
where the facial features of the animal are identified and tracked by external cameras
(Kyme et al. 2014). Various marker-based (e.g. (Bloomfield et al. 2003; Fulton et al.
2003; Bu¨hler et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2015)) and markerless (e.g. (Olesen et al. 2013;
Noonan et al. 2012)) approaches have been investigated for human studies where MC
is also desirable.
Kyme et al. (2011b) successfully applied a marker-based technique to rats using
the MicronTracker (ClaroNav Inc., Toronto, Canada), a motion tracking system which
is well suited to the application (Kyme et al. 2008). In a MC framework there are
several potential sources of error related to both optical motion tracking and how the
tracking data are applied for motion correction of the PET data, neither of which are
encountered in conventional imaging. This paper builds on previous work by analysing
these sources of error and investigating methods to minimise them. The key scientific
questions we are trying to answer with respect to MC accuracy are: (i) What is the
optimal operating distance for motion tracking? (ii) How important is smoothing and
interpolation of the pose data? (iii) What is the best way to relate the discretely sampled
pose measurements to what is essentially a continuously sampled PET list-mode data
stream? And (iv) when using subsets in the reconstruction, how should these be selected
from the motion corrected list-mode data? The paper is structured as follows: section
2 outlines the rationale and principles of the improvements; sections 3 and 4 detail
the validation experiments and results, respectively; and sections 5 and 6 contain our
discussion and conclusions.
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2. Methods & Materials
2.1. Data Acquisition and Reconstruction
All scans were performed using the microPET Focus 220 small animal scanner
(Preclinical Solutions, Siemens Healthcare Molecular Imaging, Knoxville, TN, USA).
The microPET has an isotropic spatial resolution at the centre of the field-of-view
(FOV) of 1.3 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) (Tai et al. 2005). All data were
acquired in 48-bit list-mode format.
Motion tracking was performed using the MicronTracker Sx60 (MT), a stereo-
optical system which tracks a pre-registered planar marker, an example of which is
shown in figure 1(b). The MT uses two simultaneously acquired, but spatially offset,
images to estimate the 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) rigid-body pose (3 components of
position and 3 components of orientation) of the marker. The pose measurement rate
of the MT is dependent on the processing power of the system used to process the data;
for this research a rate of between 20 and 40 Hz was used.
The PET data were reconstructed using the ordered subsets expectation-
maximisation (OSEM) iterative algorithm (Shepp et al. 1982; Hudson et al. 1994).
A list-mode based implementation of this algorithm was used (Parra et al. 1998; Reader
et al. 1998):
λn+1j =
λnj
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siaij
M∑
m
aimj
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J∑
k
aimkλ
n
k
(1)
where λnj is the value of voxel j of the current reconstruction at iteration n, J is the
number of voxels in the image, M is the number of measured list-mode events, im denotes
the detector pair i associated with event m, I is the total number of possible detector
pairs, si is the sensitivity factor for detector pair i, and aij is the system matrix element
specifying the contribution of the activity in voxel j to the detection of events in detector
pair i. This formulation enables event-by-event motion correction of each detected
photon pair. The resolution was modelled using the image-based convolution technique
with a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 1.3 mm) (Reader et al. 2003). The sensitivity image
was calculated as described in Rahmim et al. (2004) by transforming it according to
each detected pose, and summing these together as a weighted average. Calculation of
this time-averaged sensitivity image accounts for most of the computational burden
of the reconstruction. To accelerate this calculation we used only every fifth pose
measurement; we have not observed this approach degrading reconstruction quality
or introducing artefacts. Since we were only interested in relative changes due to MC,
absolute quantification was not necessary and so the effects of attenuation, scatter, and
randoms were ignored.
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Figure 1. (a) The MicronTracker in front of the microPET scanner. The large marker
attached to the front of the scanner is the reference marker used to aid in transforming
from the MT coordinates to the microPET coordinates. (b) The head marker used
in rat studies. (c) An unrestrained rat with an attached head marker inside a tube
within the microPET. The catheter port can be seen between its shoulders.
2.2. Spatial calibration
Pose measurements from motion tracking are reported in the coordinate system of
the MT, making it necessary to determine a transformation to convert these data to
the microPET coordinate system. For this, a similar procedure to that described by
Kyme et al. (2008) and Fulton et al. (2002) was followed. Briefly, a small radioactive
microsieve bead was placed at the origin of an MT marker and imaged in the microPET
at several discrete locations throughout the FOV. The bead locations in the PET
frame were estimated as the centroids of the reconstructed point source images, and
the corresponding locations in the tracker frame were measured directly using the MT.
A rigid-body transformation matrix relating the two frames was then computed from
these paired measurements using the method in (Horn 1987).
To apply the calibration in subsequent experiments in which the relative position of
the MT and scanner has changed, we use a reference marker rigidly affixed to the gantry
(figure 1(a)). This reference marker can be attached to the scanner highly reproducibly.
Measurement of the reference marker pose enables updating of the coordinate calibration
according to:
T ′c = TcTRT
′−1
R , (2)
where TR and T
′
R are 4×4 transformation matrices of the reference marker pose at the
time of original calibration and the time of experiment, respectively, using homogeneous
coordinates, and Tc and T
′
c are the calibration transformation matrices to convert from
MT to PET coordinates at the time of original calibration and the time of experiment,
respectively. The pose, ∆T PET, relative to a reference pose in microPET space is given
by:
∆T PET = T PET [T PET0 ]
−1
= T ′cT
MT [T ′cT
MT
0 ]
−1
, (3)
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where the superscript denotes the coordinate space, and T and T0 are the transformation
matrices of the recorded pose and a chosen reference pose, respectively.
2.3. MT distance optimisation
To minimise the stress and discomfort of the rat, the head marker (figure 1(b)) needs
to be as small as possible. However, the larger the solid angle subtended by the marker
at the MT, the more accurately it can be tracked and the greater the range of motion
that can be detected. The MT has a fixed focal length of 700 mm, at which the marker
subtends only a small solid angle. To increase the solid angle the MT can be brought
closer to the marker, however this will cause out-of-focus blurring. We conducted tests
to characterise this trade-off and optimise the MT-marker separation.
An industrial robotic arm (Epson C3-A601S 6-axis, SEIKO Corp., Japan) with
repeatability of ±10 µm was used to move the marker through several controlled motion
sequences and to provide the ground truth of the marker motion. The robotic arm and
the MT system were cross-calibrated as described by Kyme et al. (2011b). By repeating
the motion sequences, the motion of the marker was measured by the MT at different
MT-marker separations, and compared to the applied (robot) motion as a function of
the MT-marker separation.
We use TMTMn and T
MT
Rn to denote the transformation matrices corresponding to the
n-th marker pose and the n-th robot pose, respectively, in the MT coordinate system
(denoted by the superscript). The corresponding incremental motions are denoted by
∆TMTMn and ∆T
MT
Rn , calculated as
∆TMTMn = T
MT
Mn
[
TMTMn−1
]−1
(4)
∆TMTRn = T
MT
Rn
[
TMTRn−1
]−1
. (5)
Since all calculations occur in the MT coordinate system, below we omit the superscript
MT for clarity. To evaluate the discrepancy between measured and applied motion
according to (4) and (5), we simulated a uniform spherical grid of points centred on a
virtual microPET FOV. We set the radius of the sphere to 10 mm to approximate the
size of the rat brain. Using Xp to represent the coordinates of the p-th point on the
grid, applying the incremental motions to this point results in the transformed points
XMnp and XRnp :
XMnp = ∆TMnXp (6)
XRnp = ∆TRnXp. (7)
To quantify the similarity of marker and robot poses, we used the offset between these
transformed points, calculated by
Enp = ‖XMnp −XRnp‖. (8)
Since we consider the robot pose to be the gold standard, a smaller Enp indicates
improved accuracy of the marker detection. We used the following quantitative measures
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to assess the performance of the marker detection at each MT-marker separation,
E¯ =
1
N
N∑
n
E¯n (9)
σ¯ =
1
N
N∑
n
σn (10)
where N is the total number of incremental poses acquired at that separation, and E¯n
and σn are the mean and the standard deviation of Enp over all the points on the grid,
respectively.
2.4. Pose smoothing and interpolation
To reduce the impact of pose measurement jitter and noise, the measured poses were
smoothed in the temporal domain using a finite impulse response pose filter with a
Gaussian kernel (Kyme et al. 2011b; Kyme et al. 2011a) (with a FWHM of 100 ms;
this kernel is discussed in section 4.4). The smoothing of the rotation matrices is based
on the rigid-body pose interpolation approach described Stavdahl et al. (2005) using
the “cosine average”, but where each rotation matrix is the average of its neighbours,
weighted by the kernel.
Poses are typically recorded at a rate of 30 Hz, corresponding to a 33 ms interval
between successive measurements. At this rate it is possible for the subject to move up
to 5 mm between poses (maximum speeds of around 150 mm.s−1 are observed in awake
rat studies). In (Kyme et al. 2011b), each pose measurement was applied in the motion
compensation to all list-mode events recorded during the pose interval. However, we
hypothesised that interpolating between poses may reduce blur introduced by inter-
pose motion. Cubic splines were used for the interpolation and each DOF was handled
independently. While this is not strictly accurate for the rotations (Stavdahl et al.
2005), the angular change from one pose to the next was sufficiently small§ to justify
this approximation. In our implementation pose smoothing was always applied before
interpolation.
2.5. Temporal synchronisation
The poses are recorded by a system which is separate from the microPET controller.
Therefore it is necessary to temporally correlate list-mode events and measured poses.
This is referred to as the temporal synchronisation between the motion and PET data.
As implemented in (Kyme et al. 2011b), to achieve temporal synchronisation a strobe
signal was sent from the MT to the gate input of the microPET whenever a pose
was recorded; triggering the gate input caused the microPET system to insert a gate
tag into the list-mode data stream, which can be used for the data alignment. In
§ The rat motion data from section 3.4 had a maximum angular change of 0.26 radians (mean 0.012
radians, with 75% of the data below 0.013 radians). This maximum can cause an error of up to 0.024
radians (Stavdahl et al. 2005) in the interpolated angles.
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Figure 2. The signal generator produces pulses of a set period (T), but every pulse
has a 132 chance of being extended by 20% (top figure). The extent of the extended
intervals has been exaggerated for clarity. Synchronisation between the time stamps
of the poses and the gate tags is achieved by aligning the unique pattern of extended
pulse lengths present in both streams. In this example there is an offset of two tag
indices between the two streams. Such an offset arises if the tracking system starts
before the PET acquisition, drops frames, and/or the scanner fails to insert gating
tags.
practice, this can be done by aligning the first (or last) pose with the first (or last) gate.
However, the reliability of this alignment is difficult to determine since poses or gates
may have been missed (typically on the order of 10 gates or poses are missed during
scans around an hour long), and only the quality of the reconstruction can suggest that
the synchronisation may have been suboptimal.
In order to improve upon this, we developed a signal generator to trigger the MT.
The generator produces a block wave pattern in which each block has a probability of
1
32
of having its length increased by a predetermined factor (20%). This is achieved
with a 16-bit pseudo-random generator, introducing an irregular and unique interval
pattern in the MT poses and, hence, microPET gates, which enables robust alignment
(figure 2). The pattern has a period of 216 − 1 triggers, or approximately 35 minutes
at a mean triggering frequency of 30 Hz. If a pose or gate was missed, alignment can
be maintained based on the trigger pattern before and after the missed element. Since
the number of elements in each stream is relatively low (typically on the order of 104),
an exhaustive search can be conducted to find the optimal synchronisation of the two
streams, while simultaneously filling in any missing gate tags or poses. The root mean
square difference between the absolute times of the gate tags and poses was used to
determine the optimal alignment.
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Figure 3. Time sequence of the pose measurement and synchronisation process. Time
intervals are shown to scale with the following parameters: T = 30 ms, e = 8 ms, and
s = 10 ms. The last row shows which events should be corrected by the current pose,
and the necessary delay (aT + δ) between the first event and the gate tag. In practice,
however, the exact timing of these processes might differ due to unaccounted latencies.
2.6. Optimised delay time
Synchronisation latency When triggered by a low-high transition of the signal
generator pulses, the MT begins sensor exposure for a duration equal to the specified
shutter time (e in figure 3, typically 4 - 12 ms). After exposure, the recorded image data
are time stamped (p) according to the on-board Firewire clock before being transferred
to the processing computer for pose computation. At the start of an exposure cycle, the
MT also emits a fixed duration strobe pulse (s, typically 10 - 15 ms) to trigger the PET
system (high-low transition) via the gating input. Ideally, the insertion of the gate tag
(g) in response to this trigger is instantaneous. This idealised time sequence of events is
illustrated in figure 3. In practice, there may be timing fluctuations from intermediate
processes which result in deviations from the ideal scenario. We model the real delay
between the inserted gate tags and the pose time stamps as a constant latency δ (as
shown in figure 3), and fit it empirically.
Synchronisation implementation A measured or interpolated pose is applied to the list-
mode events spanning the interval associated with that pose. With no interpolation this
interval is around 30 ms, with interpolation it is usually 1 ms. Therefore a particular
pose can be regarded as the average of the motion over the pose interval, starting half an
interval before the pose time stamp and ending half an interval after. The first list-mode
event to which the pose should be applied is then at half an interval before the pose
time stamp. We consider this to be an interval-dependent contribution to the constant
latency described above, viz.:
∆ = −1
2
T + δ, (11)
where T is the interval between subsequent poses.
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Figure 4. Subset selection. Subsets can be selected as chronological segments (a) or
by selecting events spread evenly throughout the list-mode stream (b). The second
method ensures that all subsets are subject to a similar range of motion.
2.7. Subset selection
The convergence of the reconstruction can be accelerated by using subsets of the list-
mode data in each iteration (Reader et al. 1998). One possible option is to choose
subsets as chronological segments of the list-mode data (figure 4(a)). However, since
the average sensitivity image is calculated as the time-weighted average of the sensitivity
image transformed by each pose throughout the scan, it is possible to introduce an error
if the motion in a given subset differs significantly from the motion present in the average
sensitivity image. Therefore, we propose to select each subset from the entire list-mode
data set such that it incorporates the motion throughout the scan, as illustrated in
figure 4(b). This approach was used in all reconstructions.
3. Experiments
3.1. MT distance optimisation
To optimise the MT-marker separation we used the Epson robot to manipulate a rat
head marker according to known motion while it was synchronously tracked by the MT.
Three motion sequences were executed by the robot: (i) arbitrary continuous motion,
(ii) measured rat motion, and (iii) step-wise motion in which each pose was held for 5.5 s.
All sequences were 2 minutes and involved 6 DOF changes in marker pose. Each motion
sequence was repeated multiple times at a different MT-marker separation ranging from
285 mm to 575 mm. In all cases tracking was performed at 30 Hz. The MT and robot
data were post-processed and compared as described in section 2.3.
3.2. Optimised delay time
The optimal delay time was determined based on motion compensated reconstructions
of a moving point source. A 2 mm diameter porous bead containing 0.74 MBq 18F-FDG
was placed at the centre of a large MT marker (diameter 57 mm) and scanned within
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the microPET FOV for 2 minutes while undergoing a robot-controlled arbitrary motion
in conjunction with motion tracking (strobe duration 15 ms, shutter 8 ms). The scan
was repeated thirty times with the pose measurement rate varying between 18 - 39 Hz.
Images were reconstructed using the method described in section 2.1 (using 2 subsets
and 7 iterations). Reconstructions of each data set were performed using a range of
delays between the measured poses and the gate tags. The optimal delay for each data
set was determined by finding the reconstruction with the highest maximum value. This
is based on the assumption that any motion blur due to suboptimal delays will lower
the maximum value of the point source reconstruction.
3.3. Phantom studies
In order to quantify the impact of our optimisation strategies on spatial resolution, we
performed motion compensated imaging for a hot rod phantom (radius 40 mm, rod
diameter ranging from 1.5 - 3.0 mm) moved by a robotic arm in the microPET. The
phantom was filled with 48 MBq of 18F-FDG and several 2-minute scans were performed
using the same robot-controlled arbitrary motion sequence (maximum offset 40 mm
radially and 14 mm axially of the phantom marker from the FOV centre) executed at
increasing speed. The speed of the phantom was determined post-acquisition and we
show results from a slow (mean speed 45.0 mm.s−1, maximum speed 195.3 mm.s−1) and
a fast (mean speed 80.1 mm.s−1, maximum speed 379.3 mm.s−1) case. For each speed,
motion tracking was performed at 28.5 Hz for three different MT-marker separations:
400 mm, 500 mm, and 600 mm. Reconstructions were performed as described in section
2.1 (using 10 subsets and 10 iterations) with a pixel size of [0.4745, 0.4745, 0.796] mm.
3.4. Rat studies
All animal experiments were approved by the ethical committee of KU Leuven
and performed in accordance with the European Communities Council Directive
(86/609/EEC).
A female Wistar rat (weight 275 g) was trained over three 30-minute sessions to
remain unrestrained in a tube with its head extending into the microPET FOV (Bickell
et al. 2015). Since the body temperature of a rat can be used as an indicator of its
stress level, Fulton et al. (2009) used peritoneally implanted temperature sensors in rats
to show that their body temperature was not elevated to levels indicative of stress while
they remained in the tube for awake scanning procedures lasting up to 60 min. The
marker shown in figure 1(b) was attached to the rat’s shaved forehead using “superglue”,
which bonds and dries rapidly and usually remains attached for 2 - 3 days. Firm
marker attachment is crucial since rats do sometimes try to remove it during the scan.
For imaging, the rat was injected with 30 MBq 18F-FDG via a surgically implanted
jugular catheter, with an access port protruding dorsally from between the scapulae,
and scanned for 10 minutes, 65 minutes post injection. During the scan, the marker
on the head was tracked using the MT (figure 1(c)). The MT-marker separation was
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Figure 5. The averaged offsets (E¯, left) and the averaged standard deviations of the
offsets (σ¯, right) for points in the test grid.
400 mm and the pose measurement rate was 30 Hz. After scanning the awake animal,
the rat was anaesthetised (2.5% isofluorane in O2 at 2 L/min) and imaged asleep for
10 minutes (starting 89 minutes post injection). Reconstructions were performed as
described in section 2.1 (using 10 subsets and 10 iterations) with a pixel size of [0.4745,
0.4745, 0.796] mm.
3.5. Pose smoothing and interpolation
Data from the moving phantom experiments were used to determine the optimal FWHM
of the smoothing kernel to be used on the pose data, and to quantify the effect of pose
interpolation on the reconstructed spatial resolution. Both the slow and the fast motion
cases were investigated. The MT-marker separation used was 400 mm. The motion
data were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a temporal FWHM varying from
0 - 120 ms.
With interpolation the measured frequency of 28.5 Hz was interpolated to 1000 Hz,
which ensures that the inter-pose motion never exceeds 0.4 mm for our phantom scans
and 0.15 mm for a typical rat scan, which is sufficiently small for our purposes.
4. Results
4.1. MT distance optimisation
For the three motion sequences studied, the pose error (E¯) and standard deviation (σ¯)
both reduced as the MT-marker separation reduced despite an increase in out-of-focus
blurring (figure 5). Although accuracy improved down to 300 mm separation, in order
to retain the gantry reference marker in the MT FOV the smallest practical MT-marker
separation was 400 mm.
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Figure 6. Time intervals between the gate tags and the pose measurements, before
(top) and after (bottom) synchronisation. The intermittent increases from 29 ms to
35 ms are due to the randomisations in the signal generator. Before synchronisation
there was one gap in both the pose stream and the gate tag stream, manifest by the
large times at around 12 sec and 22 sec, respectively. This was corrected for with
synchronisation (bottom).
Table 1. Linear fit parameters for the optimal delay time.
a δ (ms) r2
Without interp. -0.952 21.525 0.948
With interp. -0.429 23.741 0.652
4.2. Temporal synchronisation
Based on several long scans we determined that the clocks governing the microPET and
MT timestamps differed by a constant scale factor of 1.000181191, with the microPET
clock running slightly slower than the MT clock. While this scale may seem small, over
10 minutes it introduces a temporal shift of several pose intervals between the poses
and gate tags. We corrected for the clock scale difference before synchronising the data
streams. Figure 6 shows an example data stream of gate tags and poses before and
after synchronisation. Before synchronisation, both the pose and gate tag data streams
contained a gap corresponding to missing poses or gate tags, respectively. By comparing
the randomised interval pattern (section 2.5) before and after the gap, the two streams
could be synchronised. Any data corresponding to initial gaps were ignored during MC.
4.3. Optimised delay time
Figure 7 shows the results of the optimal delay investigation with and without pose
interpolation. A linear fit was performed using ∆ = aT0 + δ for each case, where T0
is the measured pose interval. The results are shown in table 1. Clearly the model
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Figure 7. The optimal delay time for thirty point source scans at different measured
pose intervals, T0, with (red) and without (blue) pose interpolation. The solid lines
show the results of the linear fit.
described by (11) does not describe the data well, and the linear fit in table 1 has a
poor correlation with the data in the interpolation case. Further investigation is needed
to determine an accurate model for this data. For this work, the mean optimal delay
values determined for the point source scans at each pose measurement rate were used
in phantom and rat studies, i.e. -9 ms with no pose interpolation, and 14 ms with
interpolation.
4.4. Phantom studies
Figures 8 and 9 show reconstructed images and profiles of the phantom for a slow and
fast motion, respectively, and in each case using various combinations of the optimised
parameters: the MT-marker separation, pose smoothing, pose interpolation, and the
delay applied to the pose time stamps. The images represent a sum of 26 slices (20.7 mm)
along the rods to reduce the impact of noise. By analysing the reconstructions with
various pose smoothing kernels and comparing their resolution recovery, a kernel with
FWHM of 100 ms was determined to be optimal for both the slow and the fast motion
cases. We also verified that the optimal delay predicted from (11) produced the highest
resolution recovery by performing reconstructions with various delays.
Pose smoothing (figures 8/9, row 1) resulted in the most dramatic improvement in
image quality out of all the optimisation techniques. There was moderate improvement
by reducing the MT-marker separation (figures 8/9, row 2) and using pose interpolation
and an optimised synchronisation delay (figures 8/9, row 3). The reconstructed images
obtained using full optimisation most closely resembled those of the static phantom.
To quantify the residual motion blur present in the MC reconstructions, and thus
the resolution improvement gained when using the various optimisation techniques, pairs
of images were compared by determining the FWHM of the 3D Gaussian kernel needed
to smooth one image (the reference) to achieve the lowest pixel-by-pixel root mean
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Figure 8. (a) Reconstructed images of the phantom undergoing slow motion, after
summing in the slice direction. The images are shown to the same scale and have
been corrected for decay. The applied parameters are shown below each image: D
is the MT-marker separation in mm; I refers to pose interpolation; S refers to pose
smoothing; and ∆ refers to the optimal delay time. A check indicates that the factor
was applied. The coloured lines indicate the location of the profiles through the (b)
small and (c) big rods, and the Roman numerals indicate the corresponding profiles in
(b) and (c).
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Figure 9. (a) Reconstructed images of the phantom undergoing fast motion, after
summing in the slice direction. The images are shown to the same scale and have
been corrected for decay. The applied parameters are shown below each image: D
is the MT-marker separation in mm; I refers to pose interpolation; S refers to pose
smoothing; and ∆ refers to the optimal delay time. A check indicates that the factor
was applied. The coloured lines indicate the location of the profiles through the (b)
small and (c) big rods, and the Roman numerals indicate the corresponding profiles in
(b) and (c).
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Table 2. Comparison of resolution recoveries.
FWHM (mm)
Reference Test image Slow Fast
(i) Digitised Motion-free 1.5
(ii) Digitised Opt. MC 1.9 2.3
(iii) Digitised Subopt. MC 2.6 3.2
(iv) Opt. MC Subopt. MC 1.5 1.8
square difference with the other image (the test image). We use a uniform Gaussian
kernel since much of the residual blur is due to noise in the pose measurements, and
therefore should introduce approximately uniform blurring. A digitised 3D version of
the hot rod phantom was used as the reference image and compared to the motion-free,
optimal MC (i.e. obtained using all optimisations), and suboptimal MC (i.e. obtained
using no optimisations and an MT-marker separation of 400 mm) reconstructions.
Additionally, the optimal MC reconstructions were used as the reference and compared
to the suboptimal MC reconstructions. The results of this analysis are shown in table
2. Comparing (ii) and (iii) in table 2, the spatial resolution improved by approximately
27%, and the magnitude of the improvement was almost identical in the slow and fast
motion cases.
4.5. Rat studies
Figure 10 shows the reconstructed rat images, together with the recorded head motion
and two profiles through the reconstructions. The mean speed of the rat’s head during
the “awake” scan was 6.79 mm.s−1 (maximum 136.7 mm.s−1), with a maximum offset of
37 mm radially and 40 mm axially of the marker from the FOV centre. The motion-free
reconstruction is shown together with the MC reconstruction using no optimisations
and all optimisations. While the motion-free and MC reconstructions correlate closely
to each other, some small differences are observed. These are largely due to residual
errors in the MC, but, since the scans were separated by 14 minutes, slight changes in
the FDG distribution may have also contributed to these differences. Using the same
quantification approach described in section 4.4, with the motion-free reconstruction as
the reference image, the improvement in spatial resolution using MC with optimisation,
compared to no optimisation, was 14% (from a kernel with FWHM of 1.08 mm to
0.93 mm).
5. Discussion
In this study we have presented various optimisation techniques to improve MC
reconstructions for PET imaging. Hardware (MT-marker separation and temporal
synchronisation) and software (latency estimation between the poses and gate tags, pose
smoothing and interpolation, and subset selection during reconstruction) optimisations
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Figure 10. (a) and (b) The 6 DOF of the recorded motion in PET coordinates. (c)
Reconstructed rat brain images showing a coronal (top) and transverse (bottom) slice.
Results are shown for the motion-free case (first column), MC without optimisation
(second column), with all optimisations (third column), and without MC (fourth
column). The green lines indicate where the transverse and coronal slices are located,
and the black, blue and red lines indicate where the profiles in (d) and (e) are taken.
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have been considered. The most important optimisation parameter is the pose
smoothing, which, when applied alone, produces a large improvement in reconstructed
image quality. Another important factor is the separation between the MT and the
marker. We have shown that bringing the MT closer than the focal distance of 700 mm
to the microPET (to between 300 mm and 400 mm) the motion of the marker can
be more accurately measured. Although the marker becomes increasingly out of focus
away from the focal distance, evidently this blurring has less of an impact than the
resultant magnification of the marker on accurately determining the marker pose. Our
other optimisation factors - optimal delay time and pose interpolation - further improve
the reconstruction, but to a lesser degree than the former two.
The synchronisation technique we describe has consistently allowed for a robust
synchronisation between the MT and microPET over many experiments. When poses
or gate tags are missing (due to the MT being unable to see the marker, or the microPET
failing to insert a gate tag, respectively), our technique can detect and correct these gaps,
in either stream, by aligning the tag and pose interval pattern throughout the scan.
The optimal delay time between the MT and the microPET was found to be on
the order of a few milliseconds. While the hypothesised model did not fit the data
well, the point source measurements allowed us to determine an optimal delay for the
pose measurement rate we used in our studies. For a measurement rate of 30 Hz, the
optimal delay time was -9 ms when no pose interpolation was used, and 14 ms with
pose interpolation. Phantom data reconstructions were performed with various delays
(not shown here) to verify, using the resolution recovery, that the determined delay was
indeed the optimal. While the electronic elements involved should be similar for all
microPET and MT systems, other groups should perform a similar delay optimisation
experiment locally.
Using a motion-free reconstruction as the ground truth, the optimised parameters
improved the resolution recovery in the MC reconstruction by approximately 27%
in the phantom studies, and 14% in the rat study. During the rat experiment the
rat was observed to occasionally touch the marker with its paws, which might have
caused relative motion between the marker and the brain. This would in turn degrade
the quality of the MC and cause blurring of both the suboptimal and the optimal
reconstructions, thereby reducing the impact of the optimisations. This likely explains
the discrepancy of the resolution gains between the rat and phantom experiments.
The total activity in the phantom reconstructions shown in figure 8 agree to within
1%, and those in figure 9 to within 3%, indicating that the MC recovers the total activity
well. However, careful attention must be given to factors like synchronisation and noise
to be able to resolve small structures and enable accurate quantification in such regions.
To achieve accurate quantification we will implement an attenuation correction
technique where the support of the object is found from an initial MC reconstruction,
and used to create an attenuation map (Angelis et al. 2013).
While this paper has focussed on hardware and software optimisations, possible
marker movement relative to the brain is a potential limiting factor in awake animal
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studies and care should be taken to rigidly attach the marker. Currently however,
marker-based motion tracking is the state-of-the-art for this application. A more invasive
form of attaching the marker (for instance, directly to the skull) would avoid this
problem, but this could have significant drawbacks (stress, complicating the procedure,
etc.). Ideally, one would track the features of the head directly and avoid using an
attached marker; progress towards such a technique can be found in Kyme et al. (2014),
but even with such methods there is still the possibility of errors introduced by non-rigid
motion of the face.
In our experience, the proposed animal training and scanning protocol has allowed
us to scan many rats reliably for up to 75 minutes. In (Fulton et al. 2009) it was reported
that rats in a similar set up did not have elevated stress levels. Thus we are now able
to study tracer kinetics in rats without the confounding effects of anaesthesia or stress.
While this work has focused on the MicronTracker and microPET systems, many
of the considered optimisations are easily translatable to other motion tracking systems
and scanners used for MC. In the future we plan to investigate alternative techniques to
spatially calibrate the tracker and PET systems, and to adapt and apply the presented
optimisations to a clinical PET scanner.
6. Conclusion
Various factors have been investigated to optimise MC PET imaging of awake rats:
temporal synchronisation and latency estimation between the tracker and scanner,
the physical separation of the tracker and scanner, pose smoothing and interpolation,
and subset selection. By optimising these factors, we have demonstrated improved
quantification in MC imaging studies involving phantoms and live animals using the
microPET small animal scanner and MicronTracker optical tracking system. The
improvements we describe are easily translatable to other MC setups involving different
scanners and motion tracking systems, both for animal and human PET imaging.
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